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KAORI TAMURA   田 村 香 織 
 

Kaori Tamura (b.1987)’s works looks not only beautiful but delicate. 
She usually paints with tempera. Her tempera works are engrave with 
sharp pointed tool on the multiplication of tempera paints layer by layer, 
which is a very time consuming process. Her marvelous technique can 
change a simple wooden panel to a beautiful art.  

Most of the time, She uses green color as a surface of paintings. This 
is often presented as an earthly element related to land. The artist takes 
it to a different level by using motif to hint at the cosmos and 

constellations, with her intension to symbolize both earth and cosmos. Since in Art Fair 
Tokyo2011, she has evolved her concept at her several exhibitions and expressed the deep 
human psyche through the actions of respiration and breathing. 

Her paintings have been loved a lots of customers, and there are many collectors in Asia. 
Some of her new big paintings have been already decided to set up on the new luxurious 
hotel in Jakarta 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
   

〈 PROFILE 〉 

1987.9 Born in YOKOHAMA (JAPAN) 
2006.4 TAMA ART University ,JAPAN 
2010.3 The graduation work wins FUKUDAICHIROU PRIZE of TAMA ART UNIV 
2010.4 Tokyo University of the Arts ,the master's course ,JAPAN 

 
〈 SOLO EXHIBITIONS 〉 
2007.4 Kaori TAMURA drawing exhibition (space i・Yokohama ,KANAGAWA) 
2008.6 Kaori TAMURA exhibition (Ginza Forest Mini・Ginza ,TOKYO) 
2008.11 Kaori TAMURA exhibition (TAIMEI Contemporary Art・Ginza ,TOKYO) 
2011.4 Kaori TAMURA exhibition (TAIMEI Gallery・Ginza ,TOKYO) 
2011.7 Kaori TAMURA exhibition (Art Fair Tokyo 2011・Yurakucho  ,TOKYO) 
2014.3 Kaori TAMURA exhibition (Art Fair Tokyo 2014・Yurakucho  ,TOKYO) 

The infinite 180.0×300.0cm  2014 

This painting express "Phoenix 
descended to the earth for genetic 
modification"  
The figure "∞∞" which are 
juxtapose right and left sides of 
painting are designed to represent 
the genetic structure of organism. 
There is also a similar genetic 
figure in the center of the painting. 
It is changing from the ordered 
structure of DNA to strange, 
because the descent of a phoenix 
cause genetic recombination 
A legendary immortal bird, Phoenix 
is able to space and time warps. 
And it exists for changing the future 
of creature’s life. The tail of the 
Phoenix in this painting represents 
space compression such as the 
black hole. Love is given to 
contradictions arising from it, 
special effects, and incidents that 
occurred at the tower. 
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〈 GROUP EXHIBITIONS 〉 
2006.11 Group Exhibition (TAMA ART UNIV・Hachioji ,TOKYO) 
2007.8 6 piece of treasure / club asia Vuenus (Shibuya ,TOKYO) 
2007.9 Light room vol.5 「white collection」 (OKURAYAMA memorial city hall・Yokohama,KANAGAWA) 
2007.11 Group Exhibition (TAMA ART UNIV・Hachioji ,TOKYO) 
2007.12 VIA ART 2007 (SHINWA Art Museum Ginza・Ginza,TOKYO) ☆ Audience Award of VIA ART No.1 
2008.1 Light room vol.6 「obsessional object」 (the Ehrismann house・Yokohama ,KANAGAWA) 
2008.2 8sense (Harajuku ,TOKYO) 
2008.4 a sense of girl (gallery SAKAMAKI ・Kyobashi,TOKYO) 
2008.7 「ART OSAKA 2008」 (Dojima Hotel ,OSAKA) 
2009.1 Small Selections (gallery SAKAMAKI・Kyobashi ,TOKYO) 
2009.3 sense of girl (gallery SAKAMAKI・Kyobashi ,TOKYO) 
2009.8 ASIAN TOP GALLERY HOTEL ART FAIR (Grand Hyatt Hotel・Seoul ,KORIA) 
2009.1 Natsuko UNO ＆Kaori TAMURA - (Minamiazabu ,TOKYO) 
2010.2 Joint Graduation of 5 Art Universities in Tokyo（The National Art Center Tokyo・Ropongi ,TOKYO） 
2010.3 TAMA ART UNIV Graduation Exhibition (TAMA ART UNIV・Hachioji ,TOKYO) 
2010.11 「 trip 」Yoshinori IWASAWA & Kaori TAMURA (ｇallery Sakamaki ・Kyobasi ,TOKYO) 
2012.4 Art Beijing (Beijing ,CHINA) 
2012.8 Light room vol.10 (OKURAYAMA memorial city hall・Yokohama ,KANAGAWA) 
2012.9 Group Exhibition for young women artists  
 produced by Art sommelier ,Fuyuhiko YAMAMOTO (GINZA MITSUKOSHI ,Ginza) 
2012.1 Nextrip (Yoshinori IWASAWA ＆Kaori TAMURA ｇallery Sakamaki・Kyobashi ,TOKYO) 
2012.11 Petit Tableaux (Nihonbashi ,TOKYO) 
2012.12 Tarot Card Original Picture Exhibition (TAIMEI Gallery・Ginza ,TOKYO) 
2013.4 Art Beijing 2013 (Beijing ,CHINA) 
2013.7 Group Exhibition of small art works  
                      produced by Art sommelier,Fuyuhiko YAMAMOTO (Gallery Ekouan ,Ginza) 
2014.1 Intricacy Japanese Young Promising Artists (@ Nikei Fine Art, Singapore) 

 

 

 

 

 

Torus of beginning 130.0×162.0cm  2014 

Wheel of Fortune 
84.0×49.0cm 2012 


